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Abstract—Infant-Directed Speech (IDS) is the non-standard
form of caregivers’ speech to their infants. Developmental studies
indicate that IDS changes from infant-directed to adult-directed
depending on infant’s age and/or linguistic level. However, it
is still unclear what features in infants cause IDS. This article
introduces a vocal robot with an infant-like articulatory system to
attack the issue by means of a constructive approach. A preliminary experiment implies that our robot can vocalize structurally
similar to infant articulation although it is mechanically rather
different.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Caregiver-Infant vocal interactions are important in many
aspects, especially, for infant vocal development. It is wellknown that caregivers modify their speech when they talk to
their infants. This kind of speech is called Infant-Directed
Speech (IDS), and has acoustically exaggerated characteristics: higher pitch [1], exaggerated intonation contours [2],
hyperarticulated vowel [3], and articulatory exaggerations [4].
Developmental studies indicate that IDS changes from infantdirected to adult-directed depending on infant’s age [5] and/or
linguistic level [6]. However, it is unclear what features in
infants provoke IDS.
Existing experimental paradigms in developmental psychology can hardly answer this question since infants’ vocalization in the interaction cannot be controlled. Then, interdisciplinary approaches seem promising. Among them, the
constructive approach [7] is aiming at understanding human’s cognitive developmental processes by using controllable
physical robots. Focusing on physical vocalization, few trials
have been attempted [8], [9], [10]. However, no infant-like
vocalization has yet been realized to the best of our knowledge.
We propose a vocal robot with an infant-like articulatory
system to attack the issue by meant of a constructive approach.
A preliminary experiment implies that our robot can vocalize
structurally similar to infant articulation although it is mechanically rather different.
II.

D ESIGN POLICY AND SPECIFICATIONS

The vocal cord and tract are essential parts for human
vocalization since acoustic characteristics of vocal sounds,
such as pitch and tone depend on them. Therefore, they are
main targets for designing human-like, or especially in this
article, infant-like articulation.
Anatomical studies [11] imply the following:

Fig. 1. Appearance and mechanical properties of the robot. Mainframes are
made of ABS resin, and the vocal cord and tract are made of Septon by
Kuraray Co, Ltd.

•

Extension and rotation of the vocal cord regulate fundamental frequency and voiced/unvoiced switching.

•

Tongue’s upward/downward as well as forward/backward movements regulate formant frequencies.

•

Opening and closing of the velum are involved in the
production of nasal sounds.

•

Moving the jaw up and down is involved in obstruent
production.

Considering the above, the number of total degrees of
freedom (DOF) is determined to be eight: two for the vocal
cord, four for the tongue, one for the velum, and one for the
jaw (See Fig. 1).
The morphologic development of the human larynx during
the first year of life is investigated by measuring the sizes
of plastinated whole organ serial sections of many infants’
larynges [12]. Anatomical data of individual oral and pharyngeal portions of the vocal tract are also investigated in infants
aged several months by using medical imaging techniques [13].
We designed the robot vocal tract and cord to meet these
specifications. In the current version, we used anatomical data
of infants at 6 months of age (Fig. 2), because infants at this
age start babbling and therefore they are expected to have an
articulatory system suitable for basic verbal communication.
III.

VOCALIZATION EXPERIMENT

We conducted a vocalization experiment in order to evaluate the performance of the robot vocalization in which the first
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Fig. 2.
Structural properties of the vocal cord and tract of the robot.
Parameters of the vocal tract correspond to those of anatomical data [13]

(a) With actuators

(b) Without actuators

Fig. 3. Acoustic features of the robot during vocalization: (a) with actuators, and (b) without actuators which means that its articulatory systems is
manipulated by human-hand during vocalization
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